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INTRODUCTION
The term 'planning' has several connotations.
It has been referred to as information processing, strategy
formulation, the application of intelligence to t,he future,

preparation for action and a number of other similar interpretations.

One particular definition provided by De Salvo cap-

tures the essence of most other definitions.

De Salvo inter-

prets planning as an ordered process in which decision makers

seek by forethought to affect action to bring about more desirable states than would otherwise Occur. (1)

Under this very

broad definition planning appears to be any ordered long term
decision making process.

A more restricted definition is put forward by
Marjolin "planning is a technique in the service of policy.

What matters ultimately is not the technique but the policy.
The planning makes it possible to see whether the State is
really pursuing the policy that it intends to follow and that
it claims to be following ••••

Doubtless it is possible to

good policy without planning·if the needs are so evident
there could be no doubt as to what action to take.
they are not so evident, a great deal of information
thought may be needed.

In the present circumstances of

considerable uncertainty, of rapidly changing conditions,
can be held to make a rational economic policy possi-

J.S. De Salvo (Edit, 1971) "Proceedings of a Conference on Regional Transportation Planning": The Rand
Corporation, January 25~2 7, 1971. A Report Prepared
for U.S. Department of Transportation Off~ce of the
Assistant Secretary for POlicy and Tnte-rna-tionalAffairs ..
Robert Marjolin, IIAction Programme"
Commission, Brussels, 1962 ..
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Thus the need for planning inputs into policy
decisions can be seen as laI'gely the result of the complexity

of modern developed economies and the very long term effects
of many policy decisionsa
The term 'Economic Planning' is most often used
in a macro seIlse relating to the economic management or: de-

tailed development planning of an entire economy.

The degree

of intensity of such macro-economic planning varies from the

highly aggregative fiscal and monet.ary management techniques
as applied in Australia through the French concept of consultative or indicative planning to the cenhally planned economies
such as the Soviet Union.

It is interesting to note that even

in these latter economies planning is not regarded as a rigid

deterministic process.
"In a real economy as opposed to a model, an

'optimal plan' may in fact be far from optimal •.•.

Consequently,

it is important to realise that optimal planning does not replace the economic decision maker, it simply provides him with

information which may be helpful in reaching sensible decisions.
An 'optimal plan' is a guide to making sensible decisions, not

a substitute for them." (3)
There is, however, another planning concept which

may be labelled micro-economic planning..

In the transport

context thi s means the ext,ension of engineering, operational
and land use plans, which are essentially technical in nature,
to encompass a broad spectrum of economic variables.

3.

M. Ellrnan, "Optimal Planning - a Review Article fl
Soviet Studies Vol. 20 July 1968.
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PLANNING AND EFFICIENCY
A central objective of government is the improvement of the efficiency of resource allocation within the
economy..

For the economy as a whole an efficient allocation

of resOurces is said to exist if there is no other allocation

possible which would make at least one person better off without making anyone else worse off. (4)

When this is the case,

resources are allocated in a manner consistent with t,he broader
national objective for maximising the welfare of individuals

throughout the economy. (5)

The desirability of such alterna-

tives depends on value judgements concerning the respective

distr'ibutions of sat,isfaction amongst all individuals and groups
in the relevant economy.

Thus the most desirable situation is

ODe in which the allocation of resources within the economy is
efficient and the associated distribution of satisfaction and

hence all costs and benefits is acceptable to society..

The

choice between the alternative efficient allocations of resources
in order to achieve one which is soci.ally acceptable is, of
course, the responsibility of government.

It can be shown theoretically that perfectly competitive conditions throughout an economy will produce an
efficient allocation of resources. (6)

However, actual economies

-------------------------------_.-4.

Under this criterion, attributable to Vilfred Pareto
in Cours D'Economic Politique, 1896-·1897 the term
Ibetter off' must be seen in terms of people's individual preferences and not as perceived or' judged by
others.

5.

An optimal allocation of resources is a necessary but
not sufficient condition for the maximisation of individual welfare.

6.

For a proof of, this assertion see for example G. Debreu,
Theory of Value: An Axiomatic Analysis of Economic
Eq~1libr1um, New York:
John Wiley and Sons, 1959.
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fic policies selected on distributional as well as on economic
efficiency grounds.

It may be that some combination of several

i.ntervention measures ensures a 'better 1 allocat,ion of re-

sources than anyone method.

The best policy mix will depend

on differences between benefits and costs of alternative combinations of measures, the extent of interaction with other

parts of the economy and the direct costs of implementation of
the policy.
For the Commonwealth Government, the range of int,er-

vention measures that can be applied is restricted by the powers
granted to it. under the Constitution.

For example, in the

transport sector, intervent.ion through regulation and pricing
has been mainly limited t,o the sea and air modes where the

Commonwealth Government has a greater share of ovex'all responsibility.

In other areas such as the provision of roads, rail

standardisation and assistance to urban public transport, intervention is only possible through agreement with the States
or through speci.fic purpose capi.t,al grants under Section 96
of the

Constitution~

The level of resources allocated to transport
should be determined on the same basis as those allocated to
other sectors of the economy.

Therefore, the criteria for

determining such a level should lead to the selection of projects assessed to yield benefit-·cost ratios at least equal to
those for projects undertaken in other areas of the economy.
The allocati.on of investment funds within and between sectors must be determined by decisions which take account
of nono·pecuniary and intangible objectives and effects as well
as those which can be more readily quantified and subject.ed
to economic analysis.

Nevertheless, investment in activities

which are shown to have a high economic return and are optimally
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timed will genex'ally imp:rove the efficiency of resource
allocation within the economy as a whole, particula:t'ly if
non-pecuniary costs are relatively unimportant.

However,

even in these cases care must be taken to ensure that such

projects will not. have adverse repercussions elsewhere in
the economy, so generating significant social costs.
Despite some shortcomings, benefit-cost analysis
remains the best generalised technique for assessing the desirable allocation of resources to specific projects.

The

results of such analyses provide a guide to the selection of
preferred projects from among a range of alternatives.

It is

for this reason that benefit-cost analysis is an established
part of the procedure for allocating investment funds between
alternative road programs and has, more recently, been used
for allocating investment funds between specific urban pub,lic
transport projects.

INVESTMENT DECISIONS
In the particular case of the assessment of capital
investment projects, benefit-cost analysis is specifically
directed to the comparison of the capital costs with the :resulting stream of net benefits.

It takes as its starting

point the principle of market based measures of benefits and
costs.

Benefits are measured by the price that consumers of

the output would be willing to pay even if they are not actually
to be charged.
ducted.

From these benefits operating costs are de-

Capital costs are measured by the investment outlay

necessary to undertake the project.

Since most projects

generate effects which are not valued in the market such as
social and environmental impacts, it is not always possible
to fully quantify all benefits and costs.

In these cases,

however, benefit-cost analysis provides a framework for com-
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paring the quantifiable costs and benefits of a project against
which any unquantifiable or non-pecuniary effects can be
assessed.

Attempts have been made to formalise such a com-

parison by using techniques such as the planning balance
sheet. (8)

These techniques provide a framework in which to

describe the intangible effects and distributive impact of
particular projects.
Benefit-cost analyses are most effective in comparing projects that are roughly similar in purpose, generate

the same sorts of benefi.ts, and have similar types of externalities. In situations where there are significant differ.,..
ences between projects, with respect to externalities or in
the types of benefits produced, the results of benefit-cost
analysis are less :reliable.

This is particularly so when there

is more uncertainty attached to the assessment of benefits

from one project than with those from another.

For example,

two projects may have identical benefit-cost ratios yet the
benefit from one may be almost entirely in the form of reduced
operating costs while benefits from the other may be almost
entirely in the form of one or two minute time savings per
passenger.

Although such time savings have value, considerable

uncertainty exists as to the true worth of the resource savings
which t,hey represent.

This situation is analogous to the

commercial valuation of financial assets associated with different risk levels.

The greater the risk in the expected

future income flows, the higher the discount rate which may
be applied.

8.

See for example N. Lichfield and H. Chapman, "Cost
Benefit Analysis and Road Proposals for a Shopping
Centre ll , Journal of Transport Economics and Policy,
VoL II, No. -3 (Sept. 1968), pp. 280-320.
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Another difficulty associated with proper evaluation of the costs and benefits of a transport project is the
high degree of interact, ion between transport modes and between transport and other economic activity.

There is con-

siderable complementation and substitution possible between
transport and other forms of communication and energy transmission and between transport, land use patterns and the

ox'ganisation of industry and associated resource inventories.
In practice, interactive effects, particularly those exte:rnal
to the transport sector I tend to be ignored due to dat,a lirni-:
tations and the sheer complexity of the analysis required to
encompass them.

Pricing and cost recovery policies are an important aspect of interaction between transport projects and between transport and the rest of the economy.

Assumptions

made regarding such policies can -have decisive effects on the

results of benefit-cost analyses.

The effects of such assump-

tions through demand relationships on assessed conversion and
generation benefits are well known..

However, they can also

have an important influence on the levels of assessed direct
benefits when these accrue to overseas users of Australian
transport, facilities.
In deciding between a numbe:r:' of projects, it is

important to take account of distributional effects.

Although

benefit-cost analysis provides a basis for judging investment
alternatives in teIms of assessed economic efficiency, the
benefits being measured "ta whomever they :accr'ue", every investment decision will favour some g:r:'oups of people more than
others.

Fo:r: example, the choice of a rural :r:ather than an

urban road project will result in the direct benefits being
distributed between two completely different groups of people.
Allocation decisions will always have distributional consequences.
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While t,here is no practical way of combining both efficiency
and distributional considerations in project evaluation,
economists can point out the distributional effects of particu_

lar projects"
The distributional effects of specific projects
will also be affected by the pricing policies adopted after
the projects are implemented.

Where public policy is for the

recovery of all of the costs of a part,iculaI: project from its
beneficiaries these effects will be :reduced.

In other cases

an element of indirect subsidisation or taxation must result.
Provided that the project is economically warranted however,
net benefits to the beneficiaries will always exceed the total

costs of the project.
If the distributive and other non-quantified
effects are proportionally the same for all projects under

consideration, the benefit-cost ratios and the relative project rankings that they indicate will not be changed by their
exclusion.

This is unlikely to be the case in practice and

subjective jUdgements would normally be necessary in order to

deteLmine which projects should be undertaken.
The distI'ibution of investible resources between

the public and private sectors is normally accommodated by the
choice of discount rate..

I do not propose to embark on a dis-

cussion of discount rates here.

However, it is worth noting

that the implicit public sectoL discount rate, judged by the
internal rate of return of projects actually implemented, may
on occasion be consideIably higher than is nOImally assumed in
evaluations.

This presumably results from the operation of

an overall constraint on the availability of public sector

funds and may point to the desirability of funding projects
direct fIom beneficiaries where this is feasible.
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the question of whether, for example, it might not be better

to build a new highway rather than a new airport and inevitably
leads to some investments in other modes being ruled out even

though the benefit-cost ratios might. be higher than for the
projects actually chosen.

Secondly the investment decisions

for road, rail and airport programs are not always made under
the same economic constraints.

Different. pricing policies

lead to different ranking in terms of benefit-cost ratios which
in turn change the p:riority of investment decisions.

The fact that the evaluation techniques available
to transport planners are not, and probably never will be,

entirely adequate does not mean that they should not be used.

The characteristic natur:e of tr'ansport markets demonstrates
the need for government intervention measures to l:'emove or counterbalance the undesirable effects of the many market imperfections that exist.

The problem

for planners is that whilst

the evaluation methods available can almost certainly provide
a transport strategy that improves economic welfare, the methods

in themselves do not guarantee they have come up with the best
strategy.

This places transport planning authorities on a

t,echnically weak footing and therefore open to criticisms and
counter proposals.
Nevertheless I

benefit·~cost analysis can provide a

basis for broad economic planning in the transport sector.

The

most important point to remember is that the broader the subsector being examined the less likely it is that economic
analysis alone can provide an optimal solution to the planning

problem.
In these circumstances t,he roles of the analyst

and the decision maker should be clearly defined.

The analyst

should avoid as far as possible the temptation to usurp the
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It may often be possible to formalise the procedure

by maximising the net present value of the readily quantifiable
benefits and costs while introducing other important factors
as constraints or as secondary output from the analysis.
The message for the economist is clear - the bootmaker should stick to his last..

True, the academic welfare

economist can accommodate virtually every human actiVity with~,
in his philosophical framework.

However the applied practi-

tioner will increase the value of his contribution to the planning process considerably if he admits that he does not POssess

the philosopher's stone of the ability to produce optimal plans.

Rather he should summarise and present to decision
makers the important information relating to the economic
consequences of alternative courses of action.

This presen-

tation should allow decision makers as much flexibility as
possible to vary programs in the light of their assessments of
non-economic factors and competing demands for resources from
other sectors of the economy ..

